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We’ve been travelling – literally and metaphorically.
Join us on a journey to far-flung destinations via five
bold new designs that might just surprise you. Create
a new world in your space with our well-worn and
ultra-weathered zinc, steel, pine, painted wood, and
marble designs. Explore the realities of the surreal.

Take it to the extreme with Lamitak.
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ON FANTASY AND THE SURREAL
Reimagining your environments
Let’s get real. Given its very nature as a printed
product, laminate embodies an element of
fantasy. Solid colours and drawing-based
designs aside, laminates typically offer
versions of reality. A handsome oak, a cool
slate, or a soft fabric laminate that looks
and feels like the original is of course a
representation of a real-world material.
This ‘reconstructed’ reality comes with
enormous benefits. Reduced cost, durability,
and ease of construction and maintenance
are among them. But it also offers something
valuable beyond these practical concerns:
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immense creative potential for how the
‘material’ is applied. Let’s go one step further.
What if a laminate offered a representation
of a material you wouldn’t usually find
indoors? One you wouldn’t ordinarily come
across in your part of the world? Or one you
never imagined specifying for your interior?
That kind of surrealism is exactly what you’ll
discover in this edition of The Craft of Style.

Expect the Unexpected
Weathered corrugated zinc, timber planks
coated with layers of paint, well-worn

marble, rusty steel, and weather-beaten
pine – versions of these gritty outdoor
materials all appear in laminate designs on
the pages that follow. “People might find
these designs surprising,” says Lamitak’s
Jansen Tan. “I’ve never seen laminates that
look like these before. That’s exactly why
we created them.”
Indeed, why stick to formulas? “The great
thing about being an Asian laminate brand,”
says Jansen, “is that we can embrace the
best of the trends emerging from Europe and
America while forging our own unique path
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to suit our customer base. We see ourselves
as a company that dares to create its own
breed of laminates for its part of the world,
and to push what some might say are crazy
ideas!”
But there’s more than a sense of daring
behind this surprising collection. There’s
also a wish to offer Lamitak’s customers the
opportunity to use interior surfaces that can’t
otherwise be easily found in Singapore or
Asia’s other urban centres. “Laminate gives
you the chance to do imaginary things.
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We’re providing the owners and designers
of spaces with options for the creation of
their own worlds.”

The Reality of Fantasy
A particularly interesting quality of these
somewhat surreal laminate designs is the
fact that they are all based on real materials
encountered by Jansen in Italy and Germany.
They are the outcome of travel, observation,
research, and discovery. “I take photos
of things that catch my eye,” he explains,
“from back alleys to somebody’s doorbell.

To me, they’re all ideas for new designs.”
He acknowledges, “People might choose
to use these designs in ways that mimic the
original materials; or, given their potency
and potential, people might want to do
something completely abstract.” Either way,
imaginations are sure to be fired up and
interiors are bound to get a whole lot more
intriguing.
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LAMITAK
Panelo Rialto Pine
WYA 5279E

LAMITAK
PASSION RED
SCA 1112D

LAMITAK
Marco Rialto Pine
WYA 5278E

LAMITAK
Nicolo Rialto Pine
WYA 5277E

Rialto Pine
Fibre of life

Being continually submersed in water, the
timber mooring posts of Venice develop
intense water damage that has its own kind
of beauty. Rialto Pine replicates the effect
with a deeply grooved design that celebrates
the knots, splits, roughness, and staining of
chunky timber in an extreme environment.
Playing up the effect of wood fibres but
leaving the splinters aside, Rialto Pine
matches visual drama with textural intensity
to celebrate the power of natural effects.
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LAMITAK
OCEANIC
SCA 1143D

Patina
Dystopian zinc

Test the conceptual boundary between
indoors and out with Patina – a
corrugated zinc design that transports
the rusting corrugated iron barns of the
European countryside to your fingertips.
The careful application of tonal
variation on Patina allows you to create
a three-dimensional effect with a
two-dimensional surface. A metallic
sheen glints through the oxidised
surface pattern, which builds a detailed
picture of weathering with hints of rust.
Make use of this directional design for
real or unreal effects.
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LAMITAK
Copper Patina
DXN 4326M

Original photo of barn by Jarndt. Used under license from morgueFile.com

LAMITAK
Brass Patina
DXN 4327M
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LAMITAK
Caden Tobias Steel
DXN 4330M

LAMITAK
Bryson Tobias Steel
DXN 4329M

LAMITAK
Austin Tobias Steel
DXN 4328M
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LAMITAK
NAUTICAL
SCA 1124D

Tobias Steel
In the detail

Seriously smooth Tobias Steel blends
the flawlessness of a factory finish
with the random beauty of the natural
weathering process. Inspired by
the tonal composition of Cologne
Cathedral’s aged metal doors, this
intricate steel design features a
mesmerising corrosion pattern with
colouration effects that seem to develop
infinitely before your eyes. A world of
detail emerges as you peer into the
surface, making this a design that will
command attention whether viewed up
close or from afar.
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LAMITAK
Carlo Marmo Flavio
DXP 1333K
LAMITAK
JAZZBERRY
SCX 1152D

MARmo FLAVIO
Marking time

The tides of generations of people are
visible in the incredibly textured surface
of Marmo Flavio. Scratched, scuffed, and
partially worn to a shine, this rough stone
design forgoes polished refinement in favour
of a gritty representation of the effects of
centuries of use. Inspired by the surfaces of
the Coliseum and the ruins of the ancient
Forum in Rome, Marmo Flavio allows you to
explore a sense of history and celebrate the
legacy of generations past.

LAMITAK
Luca Marmo Flavio
DXP 1334K

LAMITAK
Vito Marmo Flavio
DXP 1336K

LAMITAK
Rito Marmo Flavio
DXP 1335K
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LAMITAK
Ava Milnerton
WYA5275E

LAMITAK
Tobi Milnerton
WYA 5276E
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LAMITAK
CANDY BLUE
SCA 1122D

Milnerton
Graphic strokes

The deep grooves of weathered timber,
the multiple strokes of paintbrushes, and
the aggregation of planks of wood have
been combined to create Milnerton – a
linear design that embraces the aesthetic
of repainting and reuse. The idea for this
timber design grew from the exploration of
colourful Burano Island near Venice, where
layer upon layer of paint has been applied
to a tight grid of row houses. Completely
matte and punctuated by the marks of wear
and tear, Milnerton offers a timeworn look
with immense graphic potential.
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We’ve explored a new direction in our representation of real-world materials,
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so you can play with surreal effects.
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ABOUT LAMITAK
So what makes us so special?
That’s the question most often asked by the key
people behind the Lamitak brand. It’s a selfreflective question that says much about the
essence and flavour of the brand - challenging,
bold, and always reaching for something
more. This question is applied to our new
designs, our processes and our services. It’s
what keeps Lamitak designs at the forefront of
trends in fashion and lifestyle.
Established in 2001 in Singapore, Lamitak now
has offices and representations in Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand, China, Indonesia,
Hong Kong, Myanmar and the Philippines.
In addition, its laminates have been used in
building projects in the Middle East, India,
Korea, and the United Kingdom.
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Featured laminates may appear different from the actual products.
All rights reserved by Lamitak and the respective copyright holders. This publication may not be reproduced in whole or in part (in any form or by any means - with the exception of screen viewing only at www.lamitak.com) without the written permission of the publisher. Although every effort and care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of information contained in this publication, neither the publisher nor the employees of TAK Products & Services Pte Ltd nor the publication production team
can be held liable for any errors or for any consequences of reliance on this publication.
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47500 Subang Jaya Selangor Malaysia
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